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B-2-B-2-C?



Chiong et al., Brain, 2013





nothing human is alien to me



Emotions 
Interfering with logic

Who are these 
‘super logical’ 
persons?

Koenigs et al,  
Nature 2007

why are we lead by emotions



physical defect in the media prefrontal cortex

Koenigs et al,  
Nature 2007



“Although system two believes itself  
to be in charge, people’s choices 

correspond to the predilection  
of system one.”

Nobel prize winner  
Daniel Kahneman 2002



80% of all new products fail within two years



lets look there where 
marketing goes to work



closer to the truthfeelings emotions

enriched whole brain analysis 

measuring the whole brain 



commercial MRI scanning

over 

45.000  

MRI-scans
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brain-scans

over 
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effective likable

benchmarking stimuli



Neurensics R&D 2016, 3T Bold fMRI; N=40, p<0.01

Inferior Frontal Gyrus: 
 Conflict and Inhibition

Visual Cortex:  
Attention

Precuneus:  
Personal  
Relevance

Medial PFC:  
Positive Valuation

 benchmarking brands 



value effectivity
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103,867,704 views

22% more sales

effective versus likable in general



pretesting concepts and storyboards



Storyboards capture much of final 
commercial (av r = 0,66, std = 0.26). 

the book is better than the film



the book is better than the film

Gemiddelde correlaties tussen TVC en 
story-boards (N=12, studie 2013) 
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innovations in B2B



choosing a name

Lamme et al., Neurensics 2011



connecting to associations
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predicting product success







low on neg, high on pos. Let’s do it 



packaging design



evolition no revolution



Nieuw flesje Grolsch

4 years later



packaging design

Care	left Care	right



right handed visual scores significantly better 
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deviation leads to fear



take out



GAIN

PAIN

take out

DANGER
DISGUST
FEAR	
ANGER

TRUST

DESIRE
LUST

EXPECTATION



GAIN: emotional end value



PAIN: PRICE IS FIGURATIVE, IT’S AN EMOTION PAIN: Loss aversion
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